D. G. MCDougall

Dugald Gordon McDougall (1867-1944) MA. BCL (Oxford), MA. LLD. (Melb). was Professor of Law and Modern History in the University of Tasmania from 1901 - 1915 and Professor of Law from 1915 - 1932.

ESSAYS AND LECTURES

UT24/
12.21(2) Copy of McDougall's lectures on History of England 1907

UT537/
1 "The University Of Tasmania: a statement of facts" Jan. 1903
"Published with the approval of the Chancellor" [author not stated]
(pocket booklet, 61 pp)

UT537/
2 Lecture on "Self-governing colonies" 1 May 1906
Delivered before the Tasmania University Union by D.G. McDougall MA BCL LLM
(booklet 22 pp)

UT537/
3 "Commonwealth and State" 1910
by D.G. McDougall
(booklet, 40 pp)

RETIREMENT ADDRESS

UT23/ Reply to Address on retirement 1934
Professor McDougall's reply to an address presented by old students and staff and other members of the legal profession on his retirement, referring to his former teachers and colleagues.
(ms and duplicated copy)

MISCEUANEOUS

UT537/
4 The Centenary of Tasmania 1903
Notes on its discovery and progress, prepared by S.O. Lovell Inspector of Schools.
(printed Govt. Printer, 32 pp, cover endorsed "D.G. McDougall")

5 D.B. Copland: "the origins of Bolshevism" 4 Mar. 1920
A public lecture under the auspices of the WEA of Tasmania. Endorsed "Professor D.G. McDougall with compliments from D.B. Copland".
(pub. WEA, 16 pp)